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DOCUMENTING  
LAKE MICHIGAN
LOVE STORIES
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Combining classic portraiture with
authentic delight, Jessie’s artistry
stems from her aptness to make
people feel good, honorable, and
understood.



BA in Photography
Santa Solana School for the Arts, 2018

Certificate in Digital Imaging
Santa Solana School for the Arts, 2017
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4 hours coverage

50 guests or less

Highlight gallery within 7d

200 + handcrafted edits

Digital gallery 

Shared rights to images 

Ulimited access to downloads,

sharing, prints 

Custom timeline consultation

ESCAPE 2800 CLASSIC 4000

6 hours coverage

Highlight gallery within 7d

400+ handcrafted edits

Digital gallery 

Shared rights to images 

Ulimited access to downloads,

sharing, prints 

Custom timeline consultation



Kasha + Max
Glen Lake, Michigan 
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BEES KNEES  
5000

8 hours coverage

Highlight gallery within 7d

600 + handcrafted edits

Digital gallery 

Shared rights to images 

Unlimited access to downloads,

sharing, prints 

Custom timeline consultation
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SUPERCALIFRAGILISTIC 
7000

10 hours coverage

Highlight gallery within 7d

800 + handcrafted edits

SECOND PHOTOGRAPHER included

ENGAGEMENT, REHEARSAL or

BODYBRAVE session included

Digital gallery 

Shared rights to images 

Unlimited access to downloads,

sharing, prints 

Custom timeline consultation
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Consider my wedding collections customizable
to your liking. I am malleable in what I provide
to individualize the needs of your occasion. 

MY PROMISE ; I am enthusiastic in my trade
and you can expect authenticity as a result.
Amiable behind the lens, my presence
alongside you is unobtrusive. It is my ultimate
objective for you to spend as little time as
possible standing formally in front of me, I
prioritize both efficiency and creativity
gaining you presence with your partner,
family &  friends. My role is to watch it all
unravel, mistakes and all. If you can trust me
to collect these images in an  artistic way,
together we can tell a cinematic story. 

TRAVEL ; There are no travel fees associated
within the state of Michigan. Outside of
Michigan, I kindly ask for fuel or flight costs +
accommodation. 

+  SECOND PHOTOGRAPHER
$1000

+ ONE HOUR OF COVERAGE
$600

+ EXPEDITED EDITING 
$500 2 weeks

(Turnaround 8-10w June-Nov)

+  ENGAGEMENT SESSION 
$625

+ BODYBRAVE SESSION 
$650

+ ALBUM CREATION 
pricing varies inquire within
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BODYBRAVE  ENGAGEMENT 

60-90 mins
Adventure of your choice
75+ hand crafted edits 

 Opportunity to get to know each
other & get comfortable  before

your wedding
day . You’ll know what to expect

and can experience how
E A S Y this will be. We will
wander. We might trespass.

Conversation and shifting light
guides our session. Understanding
you is an important part of being in

your space on any wedding day.

2 hours
Private indoor/outdoor locations

75+ hand crafted edits

Consider it the greatest girls
night, ever. Bring a bestie, a
bottle of wine or some tequila.
I’ll provide the playlist, location
suggestons, guidance and hype..  
We might all end up
naked in the lake. This is about
documenting fun, freedom,
nature, and a fancy little gift for
your partner.

Inquire for more info.
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NORTHPORT
MICHIGAN
LEELANU COUNTY

JESS@JZEVALKINK.COM

@j.zevalkink
www.jzevalkink.com


